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Buy counterfeit money fake money
Envia un email al anunciante: user-594697@AnuncioTIC.com
Messenger:   Contacto :

Fecha:  Lunes, 05 Agosto de 2019
138 personas han visto este anuncio
Precio:    400

Buy SSD Chemicals Online,ACTIVATION POWDER AND UNDETECTABLE COUNTERFEIT BANK
NOTES FOR SALEUndetectable counterfeit money for sale online (E-mail:..(cw162870@gmail.com)
(whatsapp:+19896325843), Our banknotes are printed on 80% cotton 20% cellulose paper which
differs substantially from normal paper. By using a special printing technique, several picture
elements on the front of the banknote are identifiable by touch. The guidelines on detecting
counterfeit currency give a comparison of genuine and falsified security features. Contact
detailsE-mail:..(cw162870@gmail.com) Whatsapp Number:..+19896325843 Text
USA/canada:...+19896325843- Our bills/notes bypass everything, counterfeit pens and machines. -
Can be used in banks but can be used else where same like normal money - We have the best
HOLOGRAMS AND DUPLICATING MACHINES - UV: YES EUR - Euro USD - US Dollar DNR -
DINAR GBP - British Pound INR - Indian Rupee AUD - Australian Dollar CAD - Canadian Dollar AED -
Emirati Dirham ZAR - Rand CHF - Swiss Franc CNY - Chinese Yuan Renminbi MYR - Malaysian
Ringgit THB - Thai Baht NZD - New Zealand Dollar SAR - Saudi Arabian Riyal QAR - Qatari Riyal We
are Professional IT technicians and we produce SUPER UNDETECTED COUNTERFEIT MONEY for
all currencies. Our notes are industrially and professional produced. We use quality foil paper
elements.20% of cellulose and 80% of cotton paper.Our bills have the Infrared Detecton which
makes our bills to bypass the UV machines, Pen test and even eye detection buy counterfeit
experts. Our notes are AAA+ grade Quality. We also sell and provide money cleaning services and
solutions. We sell AAA+ SSD Black Money Solution -Holograms and Holographic
Strips -Micro-Lettering -Methalic Ink and Thread -Watermarks -IR Detecton -Ultra-violet
features -See through Features -Different serial numbers These features make our bills to be 100%
undetected,100% safe and secure to use in any of these areas: BANKS, CASINO, ATM, MONEY
CHANGERS, STORES. They are 100% Undetected. Build trust in yourself when contacting me and
don
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